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Nature’s Call

Climb the summit
Look out upon the world
Beyond the land where man lives
Deep into the heart
Where nature thrives
Calling her children
Push on
Survive the challenge
Life has set
Live well until the final rest

There is a whisper in the wind that calls out to 
those willing to listen for it.  It speaks of things 

unseen, places waiting to be visited, and experiences 
yet to performed.  Taking pictures is very much like 
listening to that voice, capturing that moment in 
time as seen.  Whether it is a staged piece, a scene 
found in the wilderness, or capturing the moment as 
viewed it all comes down to listening to that small 
voice of inspiration that tells you this is the moment.  
The same can be said about writing poetry, the poet 
waiting with pen in hand for his muse to inspire 
him.  Her voice a soft whisper drifting through the 
air waiting to fill a poet with words of wisdom, love, 
and beauty. All it takes is for that person to listen.  
This book is about that moment and the whispers 
heard while taking these photos and writing the 
poetry within this book.

Throughout this book I have assembled photographs 
I believe have caputure a sense of depth that speaks 
to human spirit.  Along the way I will explain why I 
shot some of the pictures as I did, where they were 
taken, how I chose the location, and what went into 
the editing of the shot.

I hope you enjoy the pictures and poetry within this 
book.

About the photo:  This photo was taken along the 
bank of White Breast Creek north of Melcher-Dallas, 
IA.  Every day while driving past it I would look out 
and think how great the view was.  The position of 
this shot was only five feet from the road facing west.
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Iowa, if you don’t like the weather wait an hour and it 
will change.  That’s a joke people often say about the 

weather in my home state.  That’s because it is great at 
reminding you that it goes through the four seasons and 
if you’re lucky it will happen over more than one day.

Due to the seasons I believe Iowa to be one of the few 
places where you get to experience the changes nature 
goes through as it happens.  In fall the leaves change 
amazing colors that rival some of the most scenic views 
around and in the spring the blossoms and buds fight to 
draw your attention as you drive through the country-
side.

The following pictures for this section reflect nature as 
it whispers to those who visit Iowa, most that I have 
included deal with the changing seasons as they unfold 
around the state.

The picture on the opposite page, showing the old train 
bridge west of Knoxville, IA was taken for a class as-
signment.  My intention with the shot was to show the 
influence of technology on nature without it being the 
dominate focal point.

Keeping in tone with the winter/fall look of that picture 
I chose to match it up with pictures I felt showed nature 
at that turning point of change.  Leaves are a good exam-
ple of change within nature.  They capsulate and are the 
embodiment of the changing seasons as well as life and 
death.  They start as a bud and slowly grow out only to 
eventually fall of the branch and wither into dust.

The left picture is a demonstration of depth of field 
and selective color.  One cannot help but notice 
the natural variations of brown and reds against 
the blue sky.  Top right is an example of how 
nature returns everything it creates back into the 
dust that created it focusing on a decaying leaf as 
it is overshadowed by the woodchips it has landed 
in.  Bottom right shows the setting sun against a 
lone leaf upon a footbridge.  We are left to imagine 
where the leaf is and what will happen to it once 
the next breeze picks up.

Whispers of Nature
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More shots of fall colors as dis-
played on these pages.

Left the leaves have turned and be-
gun to fall as the sun shines through 
the branches upon them.  The shot 
was designed to capture the feel of 
looking up into the bright sun, the 
glare bearable only because of the 
leaves giving their final all to help 
break up the light.

Top center is another example of 
depth of field looking out over rows 
of corn through the up close weeds.  
The changing season evident in the 
drab colors of fall while off in the 
distance a grain bin waits to be filled.

Below is a view across the water pre-
serve north of Melcher-Dallas filled 
with fall colors while the distant trees 
raise their branches as if to shake 
out their slowly changing foliage in 
preparation for winter.

Right side we see a bald eagle preen-
ing himself in the sunlight of early 
winter.

In trees I saw her
Brightly like blossom blooming
Till shadows she left

My grandmother has gone to walk among the stars
And find her true love who left so long ago
Her house now silent of her sounds
Echo memories from family and friends
As we meet to say goodbye
Her love we have for all times sake
Until we meet again
In dreams of peaceful sleep and someday
On celestial shores where leaves never fall
From trees so green and dandelions never grow



Shadows of Sacrifice:  50 mm 1/125 f4 ISO 200

Who are the unnamed stones
They stand there silent
Dressed in white
Peaceful
Waiting for redemption
The shadows of life sacrificed
Yet unheard
Lost among the tears of life
Lonely amid a field of death
Their silence an underlying mes-
sage to
go on
A sign they should not be forgotten
Nor the reason they are there
Less they died in vain

 View from Veteran’s Cemetary: 50 mm 1/200 f11 ISO 200

Field by Veteran’s Cemetary:  50 mm 1/500 f8 ISO 200
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About the photograph:

Heralding fall and spring in Iowa is the migration of Canadian Geese across the state.  In the fall they fly south to take up residence within the state or places 
further south; their honks announcing the arrival of the changing season along with the fall colors.  In the spring they fly north, perhaps pulling the warmth of 
the tropic zone behind them; their fading sound a reminder they will be back.  The shot of the geese centers on a lone goose taking a bath within the water where 
the ice has broken open.  It shakes its wings to rid itself of the moisture as they prepare for their migration north.

About the photograph:
18 mm 1/200 f11 ISO 200
Lake Redrock north of Knoxville, Ia as the water thaws with the rising temperatures of 
early spring.  To give the photograph an edgy look I used a HDR process and pushed the 
saturation levels to bring definition to the shot and really separate the different elements 
within the shot.



Old Train Bridge - 50mm 1/100 f16 ISO 200

They stand like statues
Neither speaking
Concentrating
Focused on the other
Content to wait all eternity
Till they hear the change of time
A single moment
A weakness revealed
Millions of lives passing within a heart beat
The hiss of metal seeking death
Giving way to a silver gleam of light
Death blossoming red from a single flick
All is done
One leaving to wander off
Leaving the spot where two could never pass
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It was out there
Somewhere within Orion’s belt
I lost my heart
My muse chuckling
Entertained by my latest predicament
As I attempt to explain the constellations
Pointing out the stars
Looking back to find them reflected in her eyes
Enchanting me with their beauty
Outshining the heavens
So I let go
Giving way to the cosmic order of the universe
My only thought
I would never find my heart again
Unless she was there to guide me



In the fertile field
Lush with life
Stone in hand
I killed my brother
Not just in blood and name
But life
I look back seeing the joy shared
Gone
Cold
Distant like my thoughts
Cast amidst a far off storm
My soul cried out
While in fear I hid
Ashamed
Unable to admit the truth
The quiet voice mocked me
Reminding me how he was loved
My sibling who loved me most
Angering me at his betrayal
For had God not loved him more
I would still be here amongst the field
Toiling away my life
Able working next to me

Saylorville Lake: 40 mm 1/180 f16 ISO 100
Field at Sunset:  18 mm 1/800 f16 ISO 1600



She stood gazing
Out over the floor
Waiting for someone to save her
From boredom
Trapped in her little world
Songs bouncing all around her
Fighting to escape
With a voice
A smile upon her face
She writes her words on paper
Between complaints and returns
Patiently passing her time
Until she can leave her world
For better things

My muse whispers promises in my ear
Of love
Then takes flight
Drifting into the starry night
Leaving me to wander
Helpless
Seeking her will
Her inspiration of words
I write down for all to read
While she mocks me
Her wicked grin lighting the night
I capture every detail
Attempting to paint a picture on canvas
In the imagination
So lovers might cry
Swooning with the truth
She has revealed
But not confirming my reward
Leaving me with a multitude of wondrous dreams
Sprawled on paper
Longing to taste the gifts of Venus and Cupid

Good will toward men
We spoke
Peace on Earth
We found
A short reprieve in hell
None wanting to die
Or kill
Our thoughts of home
Memories of innocent times
Marveling at the stars
The sky reflecting off the snow
Life once more a wonder
Finding commonality in each other
Despite our differences
Our only fear the inevitable return
Of nightmares
Death
No god
The end of Christmas

Like a mountain he stands
Unmoving
He dissolves into nothingness
His mind clears of everything
Focusing upon
The shifting of leaves
The beating of his heart
The breath of his opponent
On nothing
Everything becoming one to him
Till the time is right
Giving way to cold hard steal
Whispering in the air
A song only he hears
Ending with the fall of a man
Who stood before him
The world coming back to attention
As he moves on
Pushing aside the knowledge
One day another would be the mountain

No one spoke
We stared out over the quiet serenity
Nature painted across the land
A black and white wonderland
As far as the eye could see
The moon sparkling everywhere
Like being trapped inside the largest diamond
A magnificent sight
No childhood fear could live within it
Despite past trepidations of coming out so late
The only thought not spoken
Was how majestic life could be
A marvel
The innocence of youth renewed
As we came to life
Continuing our trek into the night
Where we glided like angels
Upon the midnight snow
Our laughter a chorus of shouts
Merriment
No one stopping despite the time
Save for the few woodland animals
Passing us as we played
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She climbed the stairs
One at a time
Each foot placed
So not to fall
Each step
Giving way to time
Bringing pain
Rewarding
Till from her infancy
She emerged
Grown
Older than I last saw her
Stepping out of my life
Walking away into the world



Cityscapes are often a challenge for some photographers I hear, but capturing a good shot is just a matter of looking for it.  There is often one within five feet of you if you 
only look.  Whether it is taking a shot of a giant rabbit against the sun, standing at the steps of the capital, or capturing a view from a Japanese Garden there is always a 
picture waiting to be taken within the city as well as in the country.

Capital Building:  18 mm 1/250 f8 ISO 100

City Whispers

Black Rabit:  20 mm 1/500 f11 ISO 400 19



About the photograph:
World Food Prize Building:  40 mm 1/125 f4 ISO 1600
The World Food Prize Building downtown Des Moines along the Des Moines River as 
taken from across the water from below the outdoor theatre.
I added a few filters to give the picture more definition and a slight artistic flare as if 
drawn on paper.

Shadowed streets
Hide the movement of an unnoticed stranger
A victim
Sought by a pariah on the prowl
Who lures him
To depravity
To baser needs
Without caution
Showing him that beyond death
There is more
With no hope of becoming a hero
While the antagonist moves on
A shark
From one victimization to another
Death walking among the damned
Its scythe a symbol
Everything destroyed by its demonic love
Street lamps the only lights
The newly condemned will ever see
No longer a tourist lost within the darkness



About the photograph:
55 mm 1/25 f5.6 ISO 1600
Every night while driving down East 14th in Des Moines I would look out over the bridge crossing the Des 
Moines River and  marvel at the beauty of the city from that spot.  The sad part of it is that the bridge isn’t the 
best place to take a picture.  I scouted out several streets in the area and finally found one close to downtown 
that afforded much of the same view, but closer.  Often the best shot takes time, patience, and finding the right 
spot.  Composition and other photography basics take over from there.
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There is something about taking photos of city lights at night.  Long exposures are key to ensure that you capture every bit of 
light and dragging the shutter causes the light to stretch, forming the star patterns you see.  A good depth of field also helps 
by adding in detail up close and adding depth to the shadows.

A good position is key.  Keep in mind the light around you as nearby illumination actually causes problems with the shot.  It 
takes practice and be prepared to take a few shots in order to find the right balance and capture exactly what you are after.

Dress appropriately as nighttime means lower temperatures.  I’ve frozen enough to know that dressing warm is important, 
but sometimes you have to make sacrifices so don’t let a little chill stop you.  If anything make sure you have proper shoes 
and gloves as those are the parts that will get cold the quickest and trying to get a good position with stiff feet or pressing the 
shutter with numb fingers will take a toll.

The last things to be aware of while doing night photography are traffic and people around you.  It’s easy to get lost in what 
you’re doing and the last thing you need is to get run over by a car while trying to get the shot you are after.  Wear reflective 
material to help the drivers see you.  Watching for people will help keep your stuff safe.  Once the sun goes down it becomes 
easier for thieves to snitch your stuff and run off with it, disappearing in the shadows.  Take care and keep your stuff close if 
you don’t have an assistant or friend willing to brave the night with you.



About the Photograph:
Halo on the Building:  37 mm 20s f4.5 ISO 100
This is another view of downtown Des Moines at night, this one looking across the river 
and the Japanese Garden, a warm summer night with humidity so close to breaking that 
hangs on to the tops of the buildings.  The moisture around the top of the Principal Build-
ing glowing like a beacon from the lights within.
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Keep in mind that many of the rules 
we use during the day to take photos 
are still in effect.  Some are changed 
due to the absence or limitations of 
light.  You may find that a location 
looks better at night than it does 
during the day.  Don’t hesitate to re-
turn at more than one time of the day 
to judge the locations and take a look 
around for something different about 
it.



My muse frolics between life and death
Dallying on the edge of the abyss I fear
Undaunted by the desultory nature of her life
Content with my anguish
Whispering to me her ways while oblivious to my love
Acknowledging me with darting smiles
Pondering my fate
My life
Bewildered by my mortal frailty
Aloof in her celestial wisdom when asked
Taking my hand when I become despondent
Leading me along a razor sharp line
Escorting me to the other side as I cut my soul
I emerge alone my writings the only proof she exists
Till I see her again staring back at me
From the dark side of my paper
Where the line between life and death waits
As I contemplate crossing it once more to reach her
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He holds up the stem
Crowned with bright red petals
Oblivious to the mud upon his feet
Innocent in so many ways
Another moment
Within his life she will never forget
Despite the mess
The deflowering of her garden
Foreshadowing the loss of his youth
Yet she thanks him
Her prince charming
Not once cringing as she carries him off
To bath
Then bed
Returning to place his gift
Where it will never grow old
A memory of the joy he brings



Sulsbury House: 18 mm 1/60 f11 ISO 400
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Now leaving Iowa the sign reads
On a vacant highway near Nowhere South Dakota
City lights of Austin on my mind and thousand miles behind
Where I only have the stars to keep me company
And the memory of you fills my every dream
Until the sleep of the road overcomes me
I pull over, crawl up on the hood
Lay there looking up as I listen to the wind
Calling out your name in the coolness of the night
And the shadows from the moon dancing lightly on the floor of the world
Twirling like denim skirts at night
Beckoning and pulling softly at my heart
Waving me back to your passion filled arms
Playing out a show of romance that brings tears to my eyes
Not from the sand that kicks up from the passing breath
That touches my cheek softly like your caress
Awakening me to the morning heat of the trail
And I find myself wondering how many hours until the Lone star
Shines on the horizon of my life.



 Old Mill:  18 mm 1/400 f8 ISO 400

Dallas County Courthouse:  18 mm 1/250 f11 ISO 200
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The Bike Trail: 40 mm .5s f16 ISO 100



I hunger for one word
To be twisted and tied
To a bed
Where my one thought
Isn’t of sex
But completeness
Where the silent sound of breathing
Chases away fear at night
My soul lying open
Bare to the depths of hell
Reveling in the warmth of gentle touch
This sates my passion
Yet I am hungry
Seeking the one who will feed me
In my dying days
And hold my candle
While I dig my grave

You fill my thoughts
As you fill my heart
I long to see you
Talk with you
Hear your voice
Know you are well
That you still care
My love for you undying
It whispers to me
Dances within my dreams
Recalling your beauty
Every memory cherished
Reminding me how much I miss you

My ship cuts
Steel
Grey glass
White capped waves
Pounding against the bow
I sail
Alone
Looking out to see
Porpoise shadowing my moves
Dancing in
Riding my wake
Steering me home
Toward sheltered coves
As storms surge
Sending me to mermaid arms
Seaweed blurring my vision
As I close my eyes
Laying my head upon cutting rocks
Dreaming of Neptune’s wrath

I shout to God
I have killed my brother
His blood silent
I cry
Giving voice
While I sing of shattered innocence
Damned
Like God
Who sat still
Not stopping my hand
Instead taking shelter
In His house
White
Like the lies He told
Only smaller
So I die in dreams
Which never end
Unlike the faith I once held I sit in my little corner of hell

Staring out through the cracks
I built into the wall
Masking my fears
Blocking out the screams
Convincing me
I am invincible to Death
Which hunts me
Killing my friends
Those I refuse
Near
All the while I keep track
Of names
So one day I might wake
From my nightmare
Telling them
I am sorry
I lived
And they died
In my little corner of hell
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How disturbing is life
When we listen to words
From bottle caps
Fortune cookies
Not whispered inside us
When we see someone who attracts us
Letting the moment pass by
Instead of embracing it
Telling them our desire
Often more accurate
Though not as poignant
Than those found written
By wayward prophets
We only throw away at the end of our meal



Barn Along Road: 40 mm 1/60 f16 ISO 100

Black and White Rickety Barn: 50 mm 1/640 f4 ISO 200
February Barn: 50 mm 1/90 f8 ISO 400

Countryside Whispers

The two important times in rural Iowa is spring and fall.  Planting and harvesting.  The roads 
are busy with farm machinery.  The pollen count is up as fields are tilled, plowed, sown, or 

harvested.  The changes they reveal the importance of life and death in the world.  In spring crops 
begin to grow ushering new life that will continue to give after the crops are culled and brought in 
during the fall as everything prepares for the winter.

There are many things a photographer can focus upon during these times.  The changing of the 
seasons as depicted in the last section centers on the changing moments of fall and spring.  How-
ever Iowa has more to offer than just nature itself.  Another focus in rural Iowa is architecture.  Of 
all the buildings mankind has made none draws more reflection from me than that of barns.  They 
are one of the few buildings man makes that sits at the crossroads of nature and civilization.  They 
are used to store machinery used to harvest our food in the fall and plant in the spring.  Animals 
are given shelter there when the weather is bad.  And they serve as a place for storing the rewards 
of the harvest that will feed everyone, man and animal.

Barns work best in a shot when they are positioned to be either the focal point or the background.  
Most of my shots of barns use them as the focal point where they draw the viewer into the picture, 
making one wonder what is inside.  They call a person back to the simpler moments of life and a 
time when the only worry was getting the chores done and making sure that everyone was fed.

I personally enjoy taking photos of barns as it gives me the sense of capturing a nostalgic moment 
in time as many of them have already disappeared from the countryside.  In fact the owners to 
make way for new development later burned one of the barns featured in this book down.  Rural 
Iowa is slowly losing the things that separated it from the city.

That majority of these shots focused on composition, using the rule of thirds.  While shot in color 
several have been rendered in black and white to help give that rustic feel that they herald when 
looked upon.  Saturations may have been pushed to help darken the shot, but most where left as is 
after conversion.
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Barn at Golden Hour:  18 mm 1/250 f5 ISO 400 Barn at Golden Hour:  27 mm 1/500 f5 ISO 400Barn at Golden Hour:  46 mm 1/60 f13 ISO 400



Rickety Barn: 50 mm 1/640 f4 ISO 200



Slice of Missouri: 18 mm 1/2000 f5 ISO 400



Slice of Missouri in Winter: 55mm 1/500 f11 ISO 200
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Dead End: 25 mm 1/400 f11 ISO 200

Gate Post:  34 mm 1/60 f11 ISO 200

Fall Panoramic:  18 mm 1/60 f16 ISO 200



I found her standing at the crossroads
My life dawning into a new day
None the wiser
I stopped to question her
About the purpose of my journey upon her path
Her only answer
An outstretched hand
Which I took without thought
As we continued on the road of life
Finding the answers to questions I never thought to ask

I touched a million lives today
Each word I spoke
Echoed out across the world
Where someone found them
Tossed aside upon the road
Alone
Bitter to the taste
Crumpled up
Like yesterday’s paper
Till that person took them in
Changing their life
Till finally a million lives touched mine
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Dirt Road:  50 mm 1/400 f16 ISO 800 Fence Line:  50 mm 1/250 f16 ISO 800



The hunter’s horn fills the night
My heart racing
A fox from hounds
At your mercy
Rattled in my cage of words
Chained down
By bliss
Upon my angel’s bed
Freedom
A tragedy without you
So I beseech
Whispering words
Through tears
Confirming vows
Till death breaks them

She sits in shadows
Muffled cries
Tears hidden
I am helpless to aide her
Instead
Standing silently
Outraged
My pleas
For comfort unheard
Ignored
My touch empty
Frustrated I vent my anger
Hollow
Dismissed by her
I give in to her pain
Resuming my torment
Waiting
Watching in silence
As she goes on
Oblivious
Leaving me a ghost
Trapped within her past
Unable to let go
Despite the years separating us
Life continuing on
Till I find her resting next to me
Or we both let go
Of the life we held together

I stood high
Against the wind
My feet
Planted in stone
Holding me up
Before the world
The weather
Washing me clean
The sun
Cracking my skin
Dulling it gray
As I look out
Over time
Uncaring
Watching a world of heartache
Unable to cry
A single tear
Understanding eventually
I am made of rock
Molded by an imagination
Possessed by a dead man
Whose heart was as cold as mine

I awoke to a harvest moon
Eyes bloodshot
Small pools of lava
Mirroring anger
Erupting from my skin
My fangs sharp
Slicing flesh
Blood spraying
Matting in clumps
Patches red and brown
On hair
On skin
On my face
Each drop
Bringing rumbling from within
My gut
Reaching
My throat
Emerging a howl
Answered off in the distance
Beyond my sanity
Within the world of my nightmares

I
Lonely hearted
Of poetic justice
Prisoner to my own destruction
Have come to the conclusion
Love is not blind
Just fickle
Aphrodite hides in wait
While her son
The least paid assassin
Takes aim with his gun
The unsuspecting victims stumbling
Agonizing from their wounds
Till she rushes out
Finishing them off with a pistol
Leaving them to bleed their lives away
Needing each other to ease the pain
The fortunate dying slowly together
Their ancestors left to mark the tragedy
They turned into a triumph
A testimony to what they shared
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I am tired
My mind clouded in a fog
Stunted by the constant droning of society
Grinding steel on steel
The signs of humanity falling away
Revealing the twisted wires
Tracing beneath prosthetic skin
My digital eyes scanning everything
Searching for the barcode to happiness
Not found
I cut myself to remember my youth
Oil seeping out
Splashing in great drops
Lubricating the world I despise
For creating another machine
Complying
Marching down the assembly line
In sync with the rhythm I decry
All the while praying no one pulls the plug
Sending my synthetic universe
Into silent darkness
Forgetting me
As I slowly crumble
Another piece of scrap to be tossed upon the heap
Deprived of my chance to find
My place within the modern world



The Rock: 30 mm 1/125 f8 ISO 400

The Seal: 30 mm 1/125 f8 ISO 400

Humphrey:  18 mm 1/125 f8 ISO 400Humphrey:  18 mm 1/500 f8 ISO 1600



Grand View University is as much a chapter in my life as in this book.  I have learned a lot while attending 
the school.  I found a part of myself I thought I had lost after my divorce.  My creative side woke up for 

lack of better words.  I began to create again and found that my vision through photography could inspire 
people, including myself.  It gave me a purpose I want to continue pursuing and hopefully will never give up.

I knew I wanted to be a photographer, but Grand View is where I realized that I could be more than that.  
When I came to the school I was focused on becoming better at taking pictures and to get a degree.  I left an 
artist.  I found that part of me that I had buried thinking I lacked the talent to create anything of artistic value.  
I go forward, knowing that I am capable of doing anything I set my mind to and that I can capture anything 
that I envision.

The images preceding this page and filling up the rest of this chapter focus on life around Grand View Univer-
sity.  I captured them while walking the campus at various hours of the day.  They show quiet moments when 
all that mattered was capturing the spirit of the school.  It is my hope that they convey the spirit and atmo-
sphere of the school that I felt while living there.  Grand View was my home for two years and will always have 
a place in my heart.

Go Vikings!

Whispers of Education

About the pictures:

Both of these shots are intended to capture the sun setting over the campus as viewed from the Grand Plaza.  In the distance 
rimmed in sunlight is the steeple to the Lutheran Church the main center of worship on campus.

Grand Plaza:  18 mm 1/200 f4 ISO 800 Grand Plaza: 18 mm 1/800 f8 ISO 800



About the pictures:

To the left is a daytime view of the Grand Plaza in 
the fall showing the leaves blowing in the wind.  
This shot was taken not just as a point of view 
seldom seen on campus but also to capture the 
wind as it picked up a leaf and blew it across the 
ground.

On the right side is a night view across East 
14th Street into the heart of the campus.  A long 
exposure was done to capture all the lights in 
detail and to drag the light out into star shaped 
patterns.

Grand View at Night:  18 mm 1min f22 ISO 200Grand Plaza Mid Day:  18 mm 1/200 f16 ISO 200
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Winter at Grand View:  50 mm 1/60 f2.8 ISO 800

Library in Winter:  50 mm 1/60 f2.8 ISO 800



I am the last disciple of love
Chosen to herald your beauty
Whose body I worship
With words
That all who read them may know
The splendor you have blessed me
Your smile
Lighting my day
Brighter than the Sun
Gracing me with its warmth
You a visage of Heaven
I pray
God
Or whoever answers
Fills your eyes with joy
An echo of your laughter
Never knowing suffering
My soul visible to you
Filled with devotion
Offered to you
Devour my words
Fueling your radiant glow
Inspiring me your accolade
Seeking entrance to your shrine
Where rests my love
And waits the fountain of my youth

A jumble of words
Come to mind
Each one scrambling to be used
In an expression of life
Flitting about
Finally settling down
Making sense
Taking the form of a poem
Or story
Coming alive in the wake of my pen
Drying like blood upon paper
My life stretched out
Having gone silent in my mind
Now forgotten
Already moving on to the next
Manuscript
Where new syllables wait to assault me
Orchestrated by the whim of my muse
Always one page ahead in our dance

I was love’s last champion
Not persuaded by doubts or fears
The scars upon my heart
Words which shone beneath my pen
My weapon sharper than a sword
Piercing the heart
So eyes burned with tears
Lovers wept
My passion
Lit the darkness
For wayward paramours
Their course now set
The battle for love’s sake over
I brushed off the dust within my tomb
Coming to rest in Venus’ arms
While I ate grapes from my muse’s hand
Who whispered through my journey
Love never ends till the pen comes to rest

I have seen the other side
Just there
Beyond my reach
One slip able to send me
Spiraling into a chasm
My destruction
Haunting me
Yet I stare into it without fear
Full of self denial
Believing I can fly over any obstacle
Shrugging off generous hands
Facing my peril alone
Unaware of the domino effect
My life will have
Upon those I call friend
My family
I am positive I will be the only victim
If I fall
My only concern
I am the only one who believes
It will never happen
As I spread my wings
Flying above the concrete playground
My feet destined to never touch ground again
While I ride the waves of ecstasy
Seeking the gateway to Heaven
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If the sun never rises again
Turning the Earth to ice
I will not worry
Your smile
Is enough to brighten my world
Your eyes
Pools within which I will swim
Your heart
Pounding like thunder of distant rain
Your breath
An autumn breeze upon my skin
Your arms
The ground within which I will rest

I once climbed
A tree
To see the world
All was new
Vast and broad
For miles
Birds chattered
Cars raced
People walked
While I sat
Staring in wonder
Joy filled
My heart as I
Learned
Pen in hand
Dreaming of yesterday
When I climbed
A tree
And saw the world
Through innocent eyes



Burning Whispers

18 mm 10 sec f16 ISO 100 20 mm 10 sec f8 ISO 100

While visiting a fellow photographer in Cedar Rapids I discovered fire spinning.  You place steel wool inside a kitchen whisk connected to a rope or wire, set it 
on fire, and then spin with all your might while the camera is set to a long exposure.  The results are amazing.  No two shots are exactly the same.  Warning, you 
will burn if you’re not careful.  Pay attention to fire conditions of the area you’re in and make sure you don’t wear anything flammable.  Fire safety is key when 
doing something like this or anything that could result in someone getting hurt.  If working with models it is best to place them about 25 to 30 feet from the 
person spinning the fire to minimize the risk of sparks getting on them.



Burn it
Toss the damn thing on a fire
Let the searing heat bring it to ash
The pain
Blistering
Flames welcoming
Watch every drop of moisture dissipate
Evaporating in a sudden pop
Exploding
Startling
Those who watch
Drawn to its destruction
Like moths
Mesmerized
Terrified
They might be next
My heart upon the brazier
Sacrificing everything we have together
My love cast amidst the embers
Burn it 18 mm 10 sec f8 ISO 100



Drawn to a flame like a moth
I stare deep into its depths
Searching for something
A meaning to existence
If anything
As to why my heart
Will not stop beating
Under the weight of oblivion
Consumed with infatuation
For the opposite sex who’s spark
Shines brighter than a beacon
I find myself staring at
Like a bewildered insect
Becoming engulfed with passion
Burning
Till I drift off in the wind like ash

18 mm 10 sec f8 ISO 100 18 mm 10 sec f8 ISO 100 18 mm 30 sec f8 ISO 400



Burn me cruel flame
Your hunger consuming me
While you dance about
I listen to your wicked laugh
Luring me into your cleansing arms
Hold me tight
Till I am ash upon your skin
Whisper softly your embers of bliss
Let my torment play upon your mind
Taking pleasure in my despair
While you thrive
I die
Taking you with me in the night

55 mm 10 sec f16 ISO 400 32 mm 10 sec f16 ISO 100



I sat in the dark
Drinking bourbon
Content to sit
Eager to pour every ounce
Into my stomach
The bottle
Just as eager to drink my soul
Neither letting go
Oblivion taking us both
Till I awoke
Cold and empty
The bottle left laying there
Silently passing judgment
My soul crying out from within
Longing to be free
But I left
Wandering off to find another
Hoping to drown away the memories
Hopeful one day I would no longer
Be trapped behind a wall of glass
Watching my life go on without me

I lie in shock
The world moving in slow motion
My soul screaming for me to do something
Anything
To get him off of me
His body heavy
Cold dead weight pressing down
Upon my humanity
I pray for death
Eternal peace from the nightmare I am living
How could this happen
Why me
What cruel twist of fate have I provoked
To be here
The devil eating my life
Taking away the last bit of sanity I possess
Ripping my clothes
Echoing my sobs for mercy
Giving way to darkness
Unconscious
I escape where he will not find me
Then I awake
My reflection absent
Like my tormentor
Leaving me in doubt
The world now bleak with horrible truths
The monster I have feared has become me

I brush my finger across her cheek
Combing hair from vacant stare
Faded
Clouded
I look deep inside
Bringing her lips to mine
My kiss cold
Hollow like my soul
I want her
To be a part of her
Inside her for all eternity
My life fueling her existence
I pierce her
Thrusting passion into her still form
Fire rising
Burning
I do not stop till I am spent
Beneath the moon
Leaving her to her fate
A hell far more vivid
No chemical could induce
My newest child
Living in hate filled shadows
Always praying for redemption

The idle mind of a madman stares back at me
While I ponder my next course
Manifestations of forethought
Drifting behind blank eyes
Cold
Hate the only visible emotion
No remorse
No regret
Only silence
As the knife carves its path
Through the air
My skin
Striking deep at my heart
Where is the compassion of my fellow man
None there
While drops of blood
Fall with each thrust
My voice crying out to stop
No avail
I stare into the fading light
The twisting reality of my life
No pain
No freedom
Greets me with the kiss of the blade
My killer’s eyes glassing over
The smear of blood fresh upon the sink
Leaving me to ponder my fate
Wondering where I was
When my reflection took its life

The pen lies still upon the desk
Till my hand picks it up
Delighted it dances
Leaving a trail of ink
Words left behind
Telling a tale of loneliness
How it loves to sing
While held
Its words
Touching lives
When read
And when the hand bows out
The pen resumes its place
Waiting for inspiration
Calling it to dance once more
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Look out upon the northern sky someday
When the sun slowly falls
Upon shades of autumn read and orange
Looking beyond the rising harvest moon
Seeing the dying light of a lover’s star
Placed by Eros in his cruelest years
Then think of me
Finally knowing how you broke my heart
As you said goodbye
Leaving me to drift upon an empty sea
Only surpassed by the depths of space



I watched the moon rise
Climbing
To its peak
Disappearing in the heavens
Replaced
A silver ball of sooty rock
The Sun shining on it
Bringing out the beast
Feral instincts
Claws
Leaving a monster
Lashing out
Against society
Humanity confining it
As sharp fangs
Bite friends and lovers
Strangers pouring their blood
Upon the ground
Dying
Because I let the moon
Sway
Dictating my life
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She stood in the doorway of my heart
A shadow against the setting of our memories
Her smiling face
A part of numerous moments shared
Within a brief time
Leaving me to stare
Pondering if I should follow
Into oblivion
Closing off all possibilities
Afraid to face reality
All the uncertainties
Unless it’s with her
My love calling
Even though she is a mirage
Unable to let go
Hope running through my veins
Drawing from the well of romance
Trying hard to quench my thirst
Till something changes
My life resuming on the other side
Where I find my lover sleeping

32 mm 1/50 f8 ISO 200

I am mad
At myself
For being a knave
More a sloth

I want to know
When I stopped
Being persistent
Outgoing
As a child
Now turned coward

Have I drank
Water from Lethe
Forgetting the part of me
Able to approach
Strangers
Without thought

When did I lose innocence
And why can I not get it back
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Joseph Provenzano

Joseph was born in Knoxville, IA to Everett and Robin.  His parents divorced when he was 
young and both remarried shortly afterward.  While his early years were tumultuous he credits 
his parents for staying with their new spouses as an inspiration for finding the right person.

His family moved around a lot during his early school years and being an only child led him to 
spend a lot of time roaming the countryside, exploring the land and discovering him self.  He 
developed an interest in poetry thanks to an early introduction to haiku while in first grade.  He 
wrote his first play while in second grade and became an avid poet starting at the age of 12.

Joseph’s interest in photography started at an early age as well.  He merits the interest to two 
photographs he took.  One was of a street sign and the other was of an aunt coming into his 
grandmother’s house where he captured her reflection in a mirror.  However due to the expense 
of film and being part of a low-income family he was not able to pursue the medium until later 
in life.

His pursuit of photography took root in 2010 after being let go from his current job.  While re-
evaluating his life he realized that the time was right to focus on photography and pursue some-
thing he believed he could do.  He attended school at the Des Moines Area Community College, 
starting in 2011 and graduated with his diploma in 2013.  He then transferred to Grand View 
University where he recently finished his Bachelor of Arts in Photography, graduating in 2015.

“Poetry allows me to capture on paper the things I am afraid to say, but to unable to hold in.  Pho-
tography allows me to show people how I see the world and gives me an artistic outlet.  I hope you 
enjoyed this book.”  - Joseph Provenzano
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Photographer, Playwright, and Poet
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